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Situation
In some cases, we need to enhance the functionalities of BW-BPS / BI-IP help to the ABAP technology. SAP
delivers some templates that we can copy and adapt for a usage at different moments:
•

for determining the value(s) of a variable

•

for determining some additional information when updating a cube (derivation)

•

for modifying the content of the planning buffer (by adding/deleting some rows)

•

…

The performances of the SAP server can be degraded in the usages of those extensions are not optimal.
This document offers some advanced information on how to build flexible and powerful extensions of BWBPS and BI-IP.
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How does that work?
The different ABAP codes are called by the planning application at the right moment (variables values
determination, derivation of additional information …), or by a direct call (planning function, planning
sequence …).
The ABAP instructions are contained between two main instructions:
BW 3.5
Function XXX.
Your code here.
Endfunction.

BI 7.0
Method XXX.
Your code here.
Endmethod.

Organization of the code
Most of the time, the ABAP code will contain two main blocks:
•

declaration block

Here we can create some work areas which will temporally contain the data while the ABAP exit is applied.
•

algorithm block

Here we can use the previous work areas to apply the business logic.

Content of the code
Most of the time, such enhancement will need some external data. These data will condition the application
of the ABAP coding by supplying the business requirements (customizing, business rules, other business
data …).
These data can be accessed from:
-

a database table
a file
a transactional / real time cube
others …

The data are stored in some work areas that are declared in the first block (declaration) and used by the
ABAP algorithm.

Business Example
An end user is expecting to determine the financial deprecations of some investments. There are several
strategies for the calculation of the depreciations. One of the strategies is a linear depreciation (20% by year
for the next 5 year). Another could be accelerated depreciation (50 % by year for the next 4 years and the
residual value for the fifth year).
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The customizing must indicate the association of the investments to some cost elements. The cost elements
will be associated to a depreciation strategy.
The end users will have a BW-BPS / BI-IP screen to input the values of the investments themselves. Then
they will execute the SAP enhancement to calculate the depreciations for the next years.
The two ABAP blocks of the enhancement are themselves divided in two blocks.

Declaration block:
-

technical work areas to store the content of the planning buffer and add some rows
technical work areas to read the customizing

Algorithm block:
-

instructions for filling the work areas associated to the customizing (getting the right
information of the depreciation strategy)
instructions for filling the planning buffer with new rows determined help to the
customizing (application of the depreciation strategy)

What’s wrong with that?
The functions or methods are called several times by the planning application for a same screen, a same
function, a single input … And we do not master the different calls of the exits. The reasons for multiple calls
are:
•
•
•
•
•

navigation of the end user
execution of an enhancement through several data packages
execution of a planning sequence with several planning functions
custom design of the web applications or excel workbooks
standard design of the BW-BPS / BI-IP solutions themselves

This means that the same external data are identically loaded several times, which is definitively not useful.
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What to do?
Basically these data should be loaded only once, at the first call of the corresponding enhancement. Then,
as long as the end user stays connected to the application, the enhancements should only focus on the
business data in the planning buffer.
Of course, if some changes would occur in these customizing data, the end user would have to sign off and
sign on again so the most recent customizing values are contained in the buffer as well.
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How to do in BW 3.5: ABAP function group and ABAP functions
In BW 3.5, the enhancements are supported by the function modules technology. The functions are ABAP
programs beginning with Function and ending with Endfunction as instructions. Such programs are not
executable online, but are called by another ABAP program help to the instruction Call function ‘XXX’.
This is how SAP offers to enhance its planning solution, by supplying the different calls of some functions
that we can adapt.
However, the functions are not independents in the ABAP workbench. They are created within a Function
group. The goal of a function group is to ‘group’ different functions which will do different tasks, but which
will also share some common data.

Technical example
A function group for the sales orders will contain 3 functions:
-

add an item
delete an item
modify an item

The functions will share the same information of the order, but will act differently according to
their role.

Here we are: the function group has got its own ABAP coding. This ABAP coding permits to declare some
work areas (like a table to store the data of the sales order, the data of the customizing …). This ABAP
coding permits as well to feed these work areas at the first call of any function belonging to that
function group and before that function is itself applied.
This means that we have the occasion to read only once all the external data that we need, and that we can
avoid having some recurrent calls and performances degradations.
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The ABAP workbench: transaction SE80

A function is organized with folders. One folder will contain the function modules. Another folder will contain
the ‘includes’ programs necessary for the function group. The include known as the TOP include is the one
that we can adapt to:
-

declare the work areas to store the customizing data
feed those work areas with the right data

It is necessary to use the right ABAP instruction so SAP can understand our goal at the execution. The
ABAP coding will use the instruction LOAD-OF-PROGRAM. This instruction is considered by SAP as an
event. It is executed at the loading of the function group. The ABAP coding written below this instruction
is applied at this event.
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Furthermore in BW-BPS 3.5
As the function group can have a significant role in the performances, we should avoid having a single one
for all the function modules. Indeed most of the time, a single function group exists per business planning
area like Z_BPS_SD for Commercial Forecast enhancements, Z_BPS_FI for Financials enhancements …
So from now we should consider having as much groups as necessary Z_BPS_SD1, Z_BPS_SD2 … in
order that all the functions do not load some data that they do not need.
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How to do in BI 7.0: Classes and methods
In BI 7.0, the enhancements are supported by the ABAP Object Oriented technology. The methods are still
ABAP programs beginning with Method and ending with Endmethod as instructions. Such programs are not
executable online, but are called by another ABAP program help to the instruction Call method ‘XXX’.
SAP delivers from now some templates help to what is called interfaces. The interfaces are empty ABAP
programs templates, which must be associated to a customer object class. The BI-IP planning functions will
call the methods within the object classes, help a function type that targets the object class and delivers
some others features (detailed later).
The organization of the coding is quite similar to the function groups as there is a container called that time
object class. The different interfaces deliver several methods that the customers may enhance.

Example of object class
The following object class has got two interfaces supplied by SAP for enhancing the planning functions.
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The descriptions of the methods are explicit enough to understand which one is to be used depending of the
needs.

By double clicking on a method, we can access the ABAP editor for applying the enhancement.

A new issue!!! What’s wrong with that? (another topic)
The organization of the object class does not deliver by default a method that is called uniquely at its
instantiation as opposed to the function groups. However, this is only a default behaviour that can be
modified.
Therefore it is necessary to add one standard method called CONSTRUCTOR. This method has been
designed by SAP as the one executed only once when calling the object at the first time.
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The methodology
From the initial screen you can create the CONSTRUCTOR by clicking on the corresponding button.

You get then a new method that can be coded for unique ABAP statements.
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This method is able to load some data like the function groups. However, the declaration of the data can not
be done in ABAP. This must be done in the tab called Attributes. Here there is a declaration of an internal
table TAB which will be loaded help to the CONSTRUCTOR method. And there is as well a work area WA
that will help reading the content of the table TAB.

Now the method CONSTRUCTOR can contain the ABAP instructions to fill in the table TAB.
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And finally other methods like the following can reach those data.

Another new issue!!! What’s wrong with that?
In BI-IP 7.0 you can not add as many methods as needed to a single object class, as opposed to BW-BPS in
3.5 where a single function group could contain as many functions as needed.
This means that the implementation of each method of an object class is unique … by default once again
luckily!
If we want to implement several times the same method, for different business rules sharing the same data
to be loaded by the CONSTRUCTOR method, we need to differentiate them within the code itself.
The customizing of BI-IP offers us an easy solution as it is possible to add some parameters to the planning
functions. These parameters will provide their values to the enhancements. Therefore we can add a key
figure as a parameter. The value will be checked so the same method could apply different ABAP statements
depending on the value of the parameter.
Example of the suggested code:
Case param_value.
When ‘001’.
* Apply the rules for SD Forecast Business Rule 1 Order based
When ‘002’.
* Apply the rules for SD Forecast Business Rule 2 Invoices based
Endcase.
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Related Content
The How to Load a File into BI-Integrated Planning paper explains clearly the methodology for transferring
the parameters from BI-IP customizing to the corresponding function types, and as well how to read the
values of the parameters with the correct ABAP statements.
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